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CO~lHUNICATION TO. THE ·coUNCIL 
--- -------------

Subjec~: . Steel Restructurjng Policies 

Foreword -

Th~ Council, at its meeting of- 30 October 1980 decided to discuss ·steel 
~ 

restrl!cturing in the coptext of· the decision to adopt the-. Art.icle 58, ECSC_ 

manifest cri-sis measures. This Communi·cation has been prepared for the 

Council's meeting on 3 March_ 1981. It is 1.n three parts:. 

Asses~ment of the. situation 

Objectives and constraints 

Community policies. 

The Communication refers to th~ Commission's first report on the implementation 

of the -Dec~si6n concerning State Ai~s (1) and to the Annex to .this 

c-ommunication on the social aspects of steel restructuring p-olicies (2). 

This paper l.S also supported by two working papers of the Commission's 

services which are being addressed to the Council as well (3). 

The Commission will continue to review progress and probl~s in this area 

periodically with the Member ·States' Directors-General for Industry, 

without prejudice to the provi~ions o_f-.the Treaties. 

The ECSC Consultative Committee will be consulted 1on this-document. 

(1) First report on the implementation of- Decision No 257/80/ECSC, 
establishing Community rules for s-pecific aids t~ the steel industry; 
COt1 ( 8 1 ) 71 • 

(2) See Annex. 

(3) Analysis of Certain Aspects of Steel Restructuring Po!icies, -
.February l 981 ;_ 

Report on Restructuring in the Steel Industry, February 1981. 
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A. Assessment of·the Situation 

During the past 5 years substantial efforts have been made by the 

Community and the ~tember States to adjust the structure of the 

European steel industry to the new economic conditions. Thus, the 

capacity targets for 1980 which were 214 million tons in i977 have now· 

been brought down to 201 million tons. Furthermore restructuring 

plans have been implemented in several Member States.either at the 

initiative of the public authorities ·or the enterprises themselves. 

{\t the same time there has been. a major financial effort to mo.dernise 

and rationalise' the enterprises which has allowed productivity to 

increase by some 26% during the course of the .Past 5 years. The fact 

that the· gravity of the present situation ha·s been recognised by the 

Declaration of the Hanifes:t Crisis only goes to ~how that, overall, 

these efforts remain insufficient and that a reinforcement of 

Community policies is called for. 

The ma1.n reasons f·or the- crisis in "the Community are the deterioration 

in international compe-titiveness and the fall in demand, which used to 

increase, but which peaked·in 1974 and has nev,er fully recovered 

since. The decline in demand can be explained to a large extent by.the 

low level of capital investment in the economy at large and by a 

marked drop in the specific. consumption of steel (I).. Consequently, 

the balance between demand; including exports, and capacity has 

deteriorated. By how D;iUCh is to some extent a matter of technical 

interpreta.tion of the precise notion of maximum production capacity; 

because reported statistics sometimes include reserve plant which will . . . 

probably·never be brought into productio~ again. As long as this 

ambiguity remains, one has to.rely on the best'estimates available 

which indic:ate at. present that capacity utilisation fell from about 

Bp% in 1974· to about 55% in 1980. On this basis there may now be some 

40 million tons of excess capacity for crude steel production. On 

present plans in 198.3 even under tlle most favourable assumptions 

rega~ding demand 'there WOUld Still be more than '25 million tOnS Of I 

. . 
surplus crude steel capacity (2), for which there is no market at 

present'cost levels. 

(1) 1..e. the relationship between steel consumption and the level of 
incomes 

(2) General Objectives for St~el, SEC(78)3205 final, 20 July 1978 .. 
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Thus··during the past three yearst the- overall situation has deteriorated 

to the point that there 'is now no qu~stion but that struc~ural 

overcapacity i~ ~affecting _the majority -of producers .. This requires . 
' 

that adequate 'poli_cie~ influencing. the level Of· capad .. t;y be· implell}~nted 

· ef fee tively .. 

The. prospect lS for a ver-y_ di~ficul t__ employment situation 1.n the 

i~dustry. The number of jobs in the steel industry,.w,hich was 
. "' J'·' 

incre~sing Lip_to 1974, has.been falling from 792 thousand·ii1 1975 to 

605. thousa~d in December 1980. \Although Lt is difficult to ;predict 

future employme-nt t because it depends on the actual. decline. in 

capacity- 'and on the increase" in producti~ity, .it. is' clear that the 

. industry wili continue to face heavy job losses. In this- context ·it 

must be borne' 1.n miiid that although the ~teel indu'stry is an important 

support for. many existing activities, it is. no longer a leading secto-r 
. ' . 

creating growth in tP,e rest of the economy• Experience in certain 

areas shows that successful' restructl;lring can ·prov'ide a better 

assuranc::e of long-term economically~ viable employment in -t~_is indu~try 

than can maintaining uncompetitive structures. In the- absence of·a 
- ' -.' . 

deliberate restructuring policy, employment could decline even 

further. 

-Steel policies are part of an overall adjustment. st~ategy. ·Steel 

restructuri'ng is an important ?lement in.theCominunity's approach to 

the adjustment of industrial structures to new domestic and. inter.nation:al 

economic factp'rs.-. Thi~ approach will only St!CCeed if policies and 

resources· to deal w~th the. regional ahd social difficulties are 

conmensurate with their gravity. , 

B. Objectives· and- Constraints 

- The_ objectives- of steel restructuring policies are. 'qui-te· simple and . 

are ·well-known:, to r.eturn the steel industry in the Co~~ni'ty to 
' . . 

. international competitiv':ity, · to restor~ the profitability. of' the 

firms-, and to assure the stability of employment. Furthermore· -

restructuring measures must pot lose _sight' of_the-fact that_steel 

using industries have· to be .abl~ to rely on suppli~s) of the techn:Lc~l 

rigidities of steel plant., nor of the increasing dependence on 

imported energy and raw ma.terials. · 
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Restructuring policies are addressed to enterprises with very 

heterogeneous structure and competitive characteristics (1). These 

policies have .to respond not only to the problems of integrated bulk 

producer~but also to.t~e specific charactetistics of specialised 

firms .and of mini~ills. 

The objectives of restructuring-policies encounter a number of 

substanti~l CSJnstraints,which affect the context within which firms 

have to tak~ decisions, and the implementation of Community measures. 

· I. The eGonomic context 

Inadequate investment in modernisation in the past and the 

indebtedness andweak cash flow of most steel enterprises have 
\ 

inhi,bited the restructuring process not least by postpon_ing 

decisions. Furthermore, inflexibility in the structure of 

enterprises inhibits rationalisation or concentration when this 

would improve competitivity, and insufficient information about 

each other's plans create's the risk that uncoordinated restructuring 

plans result in duplication and continued excess capacity. , 

The situation has be_en 'aggravated as a result- of the enterprises 

pr~cing policie.s which ha'l(e made it impossible to keep up with 

COmparable international •COStS, SUCh as energy and raw materials, 

to the same extent .as in the US and Japan. 

Finally, increasing unemployment in the _c6mmunity as a Hhole since 
. . 

1973, and especially in 1980,. making restructuring programmes 

involving many redundancies even less accep1table than before. 

Efforts to create alternative employment-opportunities have so far 

encountered uneven results and are insufficiently successful overall. 

Regions depending for a large part on the steel industry risk paying 

too high a pri.ce f·or restructuring; whence the general priority for' 

the encouragement of diversification and the creation of new jobs. 

(1)_ See Chapter C ·'pp. 7-13 of the ~'Analysis of Certaip. Aspects of Steel 
Restructuring Policies11

• 
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2. Implementing Community measures 

Restructuring hps also been inhibited by .difficulties 1.n 

implementing existing Cornmun~ty measures. 
/ 

In the. first place, the ECSC instruments are conce~ved from the 

point of view of promoting -new investm~nts while rationalisati~'n 

also requires that the conditions be created where. firms accept 

.to give up cap~City •. 

. Secon<;lly the discipline which should. follow from the Decision on 

State Aids -( 1) is indispensable if the transition is- to _be made 

towards· ~ompe.titivity. Otherwise~ unfair· distortions in 

competitive conditions within the Comm~.mity· would contribute to 

the maintenance of' uncompetit_ive capacity and. to the creatio,n of 

new.capacity fpr which the need hasnot been demonstrc,tted. 

·consequently, reinforcement of r~structuring policy, especially 

- the aid and investment aspects, are· a pre~cond~tion for a return 

to a steel indust~y which would be really competitive arid \vhich 

would _not need _permanent protection. Without restruct~ring of 

the industry, the anticrisis measures, the international arrange-
. . 

ments and regtonal.and social· po_licies, although necessary during 

the adjustment proces_s, wou.ld no.t be effective in the longer 

term. 

(I) Decision N° 80/ECSC of 'February 1980, C(80)97.final. 
/ . . . 
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G.. fommuni ty Policies 

Notwithstanding the present management of the steel market the 

enterprises themselves are naturally principally responsible for 

taking the initiative to respond. to _the crisis. However, under the 

treaties, the. Commission is responsible f-or the management of EEC .and. 

ECSC policies as they affect the steel industry in the Community. A 

pre-condition for effectiveness of these policies is the agreement of 

the Member States to the objectives which are being pursued and the 

way they can be attained. 

"For its part, the Commission is determined to further strengthen the 

coherence and rl..gour of ECSC policies~ This. approach >vill focus on 

the implementation of the General .Objectives .and ·on the Comrirunity '.s 

regulatory and financial instruments. 

l . Infprmation 

The first step is to bring together and.make available the 

relevant information about the.state of the industry. The 

Commission will: 

complete and update, as necessary, the General Objectives 

forSteel, treating a wider rangeof products; 

pursue its. assessment of the technological characteristics 

and competitiveness of existing steel capacity; 

collect from Member States and enterprises the necessary 

financial data for the conduct of aids policy, and for 

restructuring.: 

2. Investment. policies 

Investment policies.and particularly Article 54,.ECSC policies, are 

a principal instrument of r-estructuring policy. The Commission 
•, 

- will strengthen the. investment opinions so as to facilitate a more 

rigorous applic~tion.of the aid rules ~nd to use:theseopinions 

even more systematically.in decisions on Community financing. 
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To do so the rules for investment declarations will be changed to 

bring the declaration - and the opinion - forwa.rd in time, so 

that investment declarations.are addressed. to the Commission \-Jell 

before the firm has taken a definitive position on the inv_est~ent. 

The Commission must·have'the opportunity," the neeessary facts and 

the time,- to relate investment ·declarations. from different firms 

to each other and where appropriate~to suggest alternatives. The 

Commission's appraisal ·will also check whether the investment is 

e~onomically viable.. The substance of the Commission's opinion 

will be made known. · 

In the context of the investment survey, and the investment 

declarations, the Cornrn:lssion.will ensure that it receives 

complete i~formation reg~rding the ent~rprises' overall restructuring. 

'strategies. 
: · ... 

The. Commission will· continue· to· base its Ar-ticle 54, ECSC::: ·lending 

policies on the implementation of the General Objectives and on 

'the Investment Opinions. ECSC len:dirig policy will aiso continue 

t.o favour reconversion inves·tments in the steel areas· and the 

development of raw material 'supplies. 

3. C~mpetition policy 

The serious problems c.onfroritirig the steel· industry may well lead 

., to situati~ns wher.e enterp-rises might wish to ·enter into arrange-· 

ments or for~s of commercial cooperation which could prove to be 

contrary to the Treaties. Furthermore,, .th,e ~1ember States are granting 

substantial aid. to the industry. 

. i . 
However, ·it is· 1.n _the long-term interest of the industry to restructure 

so as to become viable and to return to a fully competitive market. 

Conseq_uently ~ the Cornrni~sion will conduct its policies regarding 

cooperation between firms and state aids giving priority 'to this 

objective .. 
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_Cooperation among firms 

In order to permit appropriate rationalisation when the need is 

demonstrated, the Commission will continue to apply Articles 65 

and 66, ECSC and Articles 85 and 86, EEC with the flexibility 

provided for in the Treaties. The Commission will continue to 

favour cooperation which leads to a better .utilisation of,the 

industrial complementarities, notably through increased 

specialisation, joint use of plant to avoid duplicationand through 
• I 

the common purchasing of ·raw materials. 

The Commission will .also positively consider concentration which 

leads to capacity reduction and more competitive structure. 

The Commission will have to make sure th~t these policies are , 

consistent with the long-term existenc~ of enough independent. 

integrated steel firms to ensure adequate co~petitio.n, protect 

consumers' interests and to conserve industry's ability to 

adjust. Moreover, the specific characteristics· and competitivity 

of specialised producers will be taken into account. 

Aids policy' 

A successful restructuring policy implies that aids may be 

granted to the steel industry in conformity with a strict 

interpretation of the Decision on State Aids ori the basis of· 

full and timely information, which the Commission will relate to 

the overall data on the extent and intensity of state aids to the 

industry. Notification of state aids will have to be early and 

complete. 

Some Member States appear to 1 contest their obligation to notify each 

individual case of general and of regional aid: unless specifically 

requested to do so by the Commission. The Commission \vill make sure 

that Member States observe promptly and fully their obligation to 

notify all aids. 
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Moreover, the Comn1ission will give its decision on the proposed aid 

only when it is in possession of all the relevant facts and information, 

including the necessary financial data, to allow it to appraise the 

proposal in the light of the full criteria of the decision on Steel Aids. 

In so far as the necessary information is available at the time the 

Commission's basic orientation regarding aids will be determined at the 

time of the appraisal of the investment declaration and the preparation 

of the opinion. 

Investments which do not rece~ve a favourable op~n~on are not eligible 

for national or Community aids or public financing. 

4. Reconversion and social policies 

It is unavoidable that more jobs will be lost in the restructuring process, 

but the reduction of jobs should be accompained by measures to create new 

jobs by companies themselves, by public authorities or together. In this 

context retraining facilities and tideover allowances should be assured. 

In so far as not enough new jobs can be created adequate social measures 

should be taken. An integral part of a restructuring programme on the 

company level should be a social plan - on which the workers should be 

consulted at an early stage of its preparation - which explains clearly 

the reduction of employment and measures proposed to resolve the workers' 

problems. 

Successful management of reconversion ~s a complex process involving the 

organisation of the pre-conditions for industrial investment, promotion 

of new projects and the retraining of people. Experience in the United 

Kingdom with BSC Industry shows that the effort is worth making and results 

can be achieved., not least at the level of creating new small enterprises. 

Community resources are contributing to this process and should do so more 

in all the areas affected. 

Memeber States are invited to use the quota section of the Regional Fund 

in a complementarY ~anner and to introduce requests for contributions 

from the ERDF which are additional to national efforts for the areas 

most affected by th' restructuring of the steel industry. 
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On.the other hand, the quota-free section of the Regional Fund 

should be significantly· incr,eased so that the. Community and the 

Member States may jointly make greater efforts in regions 

affected by steel closures to promote accelerated infrastructure 

programmes of and to encourage new activities, particularly in 

smaller firms in. the context of specific Community actions for 

regional development. There should be assurances regarding the 

additional nature of these programmes. 

~ 

The terms and conditions of Article 56, ECSC reconversion loans, 

which are determined by the Commission could also be improved: 

the number of global loan arrangements will be increased, the 

threshold for individual applications under global loans will be 

raised so that more medium-sized projects can be handled in this 

way, and, subject to available budgetary resources the Commission 

will consider raising the value of the loan per job created 

eligible for the interest rebate. This will enhance the 

availability.for smaller firms and further streamline the 

~fficiency of the procedures. 

·The Commissio'n also stands by its proposal for reinforced ·social 

measures for steelworkers, and for a corresponding budgetary 

provision (1). The failure of the Council to reach a positive 

decision on these proposal~ reinforces the existing substantial 

socia'l resistance and undermines the credibility and feasibility· 

of any restructuring policies.: It should be underlined that the 

reinforced social measures and the budgetary provision are needed 

for workers who h~ve already left the steel industry. 

Further restructuring will lead to new dismissals for which 

additional money is needed, and for which the Commission has 

already made proposals. 

(I ) See Annex 
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5, Disinvestment incentives 

·Even if all cither aspects Qf a restructuring.policy are carried 

out, ·there remains the problem· that enterprises are often 

reluctant to close obsolete plant which may~till be marginally 

,~rofitable, especially when they have to service outstanding 

debts.· 

To date the Commission has offered some interest rebates on 

ArtiCle 54, ECSC ·loans for restructuring investments (1),. This 

has had some effect on the relat~d investmen,t and closure 

decisions but the measure, which h;s not proved to be as 

efficient as expected, has been a-bandoned for 1981 for budgetary 
- . 

reasons. It is therefore urgent to examine ~his problem and 

define a new .. approacfi. Sever.al alternatives ·cpuld be consid~red. 

In the first place, the Community definition. of· dosure aids' 
- ' 

could include writing off or refi~ancing debts thereby permitting 

·Member States _to reconstitute- ·in this. ~ase ·.the enterprises' · 

capital (2). Secondly,· the- purch~·se aand closure of plant 
' ' ' 

between firms might in any case have an equivalent-effect. 

Thirdly, a form of closure premi~m could be envisaged, possibly 

jointly. financed_ by the Community, which would share part of 

these costs provided there was an acceptable counterpart in the 

form of reconversion and diversification investments .. 

In the latter case·the cotiseqtiencesfor the ECSC budget would 

have ·to b~, considered, including·. the po~sibility. oif a specific 

levy for this purpose. 

- X X - X 

(l) See Official Journa~ N° Cl74/1 of.22.7.77 

(2) In this case the point should be considered when the Aids Decision is 
reviewed at the end of 1981 . 
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In conclusion, the problem is pot so much the definition of agreed 

objectives as the implementation _of coordina_ted policies in the present 

economic situation without imposi~g unjustifiable burdens on certain groups 

or regions•. 

The Commission's assessment of the situation and its policy proposals 

presuppose the coordinated implementa'tion of Community policies. In 

particular Community policies include: 
' 

complete, available information; 

more systematic relationship 'between restructuring objectives 

and investment policies; 

using competition policy in favour of positive cooperation between 

companies; to'restructure and ensuring rigorous implementation of the 

Aids discipline; 

active regional and social policies; and 

early consideration ·of effective -~.arms of disinvestment incentives. 

For these policies to be ~ffective the Council must agree on. the objectives 

and the means. 

/ 

Annex 



ANNEX 

SOCIAL MEASURES IN THE STEEL SECTOR 

1. The following is an account of the bids received'so.far from . . 

Member States for Com~u~ity f~na~ci~L a~sistance for soc{al ·measure~ 
connected with the·restr~cturing of the steel industry. 

2. Some additional mater:ial has been received since December when the 

Council ~s~ed the Commission to take this matter further in c6nsultation 

with the Member Stctes· toncerned, but the-bids ar~ far from complete and 

further detaiLed discuss·1ons with the Member Stat~s will_ be necessa_ry, 

probably Lastin~ ~ n~mber Of weeks; 

"Present state.of bid~ 

3. T.he Communication sent by the Commission. to the Council on 29 

October. 1980* se-ts out the app L i cat i on_s for suppo-rt already received from 

France, the· UK and Belgium. The French application was for 300 million 

ECU~ the UK application,for 140 million_ ECU and the Belgian application 

was put i.n more general terms •. According ·to th~ Commis,sion staff 1 s cal

culation, the total amount eligible for reimbursement by the Community. 

was ·157 million ECU, of which 112 million ECU should be paid. in the' 

first year. 

4. Since then the following informatiOn has become available: 

- The British ~ove~nment has made a new ~pplication for support. The 

British Steel Corporation plans ·to reduce employment by a 'furthe'r 

·zo 000 jobs. Extra s~pport is requested~under ECSC rules fo~ 

10 000 jobs result-ing from closures or reduct1ons in actfvity. The 

total cost cduld .be about t43 million: The Commis$ion staff have not yet 

calculated w~~t amount would .fall to be reimbursed by -the Community •. 

- So far a~ the French application is cohcerned, the number of people 

for whom early retirement w·ill·.-be reque'sted ha~ bee_n increased by 

1 600~ On the same basis ~sed by thi Commissfon for it~ previous 

calculations, this will increase··the amount needed for th~ French 

applicatiqn by about 9 million Ecu~ 

* COM(80)676 final 29.10.1980 
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- Further discussions are currently taking pla~ between Commission 

staff and French and British representatives. 

Because of the very recent developMents in aelgium, new discussions 

will take place with the Belgian authorities. Until these have taken 

pl~ce no,new estimate can be made of the financial implications for 

the Community. 

- Luxembourg has asked for a renewal of the ad hoc agreement for the 

support for steel workers leaving with early pensions. 

From the Dutch side no official application for support has yet been 

received. In the.Dutch steelworks reorganisation is.und~r discussion. 
' . l 

This could lead to a reductiori·in the workfare, for whom ECSC support 

might be applied for. It is not certa-in if the Dutch authorities 

intend to make an dpplication for support for sh~rt-time work~ although 

half the workfor~e have been worklng shor~-time over the last few months. 

- As regards Italy the possibil i.ties for. support for short-time work are 

under discussion. Nothing has yet been decided. 

fin~l d~cisions concerning restructuri~g in G~rmany have not all 

been taken and it is not yet possible to determine the level of.bids 

?for support from the Communi~y. 




